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FISSION NEUTRON DAMAGE RATES AND EFFICIENCIES

IN SEVERAL METALS*

C. E. Klabunde and R. R. Coltman, Jr.
Solid State Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Oak Ridge, Tennessee

ABSTRACT

Initial rates of resistivity-measured low-temperature damage

production by fission-spectrum fast neutrons have been determined

for 14 metals in the same very well characterized irradiation facil-

ity. Six of these metals were fee, 5 bec, and 3 hep. Host were of

quite high purity. Observed damage rates, after correction for all

known extraneous resistivity-producing effects, were compared with

rates predicted by the damage calculation code 'RECOIL1, using

parameters chosen from the literature. These parameters, effective

displacement threshold energy, E^, and Frenkel-pair resistivity,

Pp, were in many cases only best estimates, the further refinement

of which may be aided by the present results. Damage efficiencies

(measured/predicted rates) follow the same trends by crystal

classes as seen in other fast-neutron studies.

*Research sponsored by the Division of Materials Science, U. S.
Department of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union
Carbide Corporation.



FISSION NEUTRON DAMAGE RATES AND EFFICIENCIES

IN SEVERAL METALS

C. E. Klabunde and R. R. CoKman, Jr.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to understand and predict radiation-damage effects in

fusion-energy devices which will have neutron-energy spectra and fluxes

not presently available for study, we need to refine our theoretical

models of damage production by experimental tests with many different

kinds of irradiations. One kind of irradiation that can be very pre-

cisely characterized is fission-spectrum neutrons.

The damage-production rates, as measured by electrical resistiv-

ity, by fission-spectrum neutrons for several pure metals were reported

earlier [1], and the irradiation conditions for obtaining the pure

fission-neutron spectrum were described [2]. We report here the

resistivity-damage-production rates for eight additional metals obtained

in the same neutron-irradiation facility. These additions include 3 fee

and 2 bec metals, all of higher atomic mass than those previously

reported, and 3 hep metals.

Comparisons are made of these results with theoretical predictions

and with other experimental measurements of neutron damage.



2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The irradiation facility, sample preparation, instrumentation, and

measurements of fluence, temperature, and resistivity were the same as

described previously [1,2]. None of the materials reported in this group

is superconducting above 4.5 K, so the magnet described in [2] was

omitted for these experiments. An improvement ,'n the fluence-recording

instrumentation was made by replacing the mechanical integrator with an

electronic voltage-to-frequency converter/counter (HP 5328). For the Ti

only, the automated resistivity data were taken with a Guildline 9755 DVM

(8+ digits, 0.1 yV usable sensitivity).

2.1 Specimens

Table I lists the foil stock supply sources, nominal purity, actual

thickness, anneal treatment, and residua'l resistivity. The Ag and Pt

foils were rolled here from bulk stock.

The heat treatments were chosen, after extensive testing, to minimize

the r-.sidual resistivity. The W was used in the as-received state because

witf its high level of impurities any annealing we could do would have

made it too brittle to be bent into the required 1-cm-diam. hoop shape.

Current and potential connections were made by spot-welding short Cu or

Pt wire to the foils as noted in the table.

2.2 Measurements and Corrections

Table II summarizes the data of each irradiation, listing fluence of

fission neutrons, numbers of data points recorded, and gross resistivity

changes. Also listed are corrections for thermal-neutron (n,y) damage.

For all but the three bcc metals, these corrections were derived (as



absolute (n,y) damage rates) from previous studies at this laboratory [3].

The product E-j-a (mean primary recoil energy x thermal-neutron capture cross-

section), tabulated in reference [4], when compared for various elements

that have been studied is seen to provide a rough estimate of expected

thermal-neutron damage. From this comparison it is clear that for Mg and

Zr the effect is too small to be observed, and for Ti an estimate can be

made which yields a 4 - 7% effect in the present experiment. The small

value of the (n,y) correction for Ag resulted from the use of an extra Gd

shield.

2.3 Data Reduction

Before differentiating the p vs $ data, we examined it in plots of

(p - p*) vs $, where p* is a linear approximation to the true resistivity

p vs fluence $ relationship. This highly magnified (̂  100X) view of the

non-linearities of p vs 0 showed not only the residual scatter in the

resistivity readings, but also any jogs, offsets, or regions of abnormal

scatter. Where such anomalies had known and correctable causes, adjust-

ments were made. Others were discarded. This procedure facilitated cal-

culation of numerical derivatives by the 'leap-frog method1 [1] (multi-

interval differencing), which was used exclusively on the automatically

acquired data.

3. DAMAGE-RATE RESULTS

The simple theory of 'radiation annealing' (recovery of defects in

overlapping regions of damage cascades) predicts for moderate doses a

linear decrease of damage rate, dp^/d^, with damage concentration or resis-

tivity, P D. The data should be examined in this way in order to take

advantage of the extrapolation from a regime where the linear relation is



not obscured by sample-dependent initial transient behavior back to the

origin to determine the intrinsic initial damage rate, dp/d$) .

Our doses were much too small to show conclusively by direct observa-

tion that we were beyond the usual enhanced-rate initial transients into

the intrinsic region. Therefore, it is of some help to compare the sat-

uration damage resistivity, Ap^, found by linear extrapolation out to

zero damage rate, with ApM values found in other, truly high-dose, fast-

neutron experiments [4-6], The published Ap^ are listed in Table II. Our

values, with extrapolations over range factors of 20X to 50X, cannot stand

alone as meaningful determinations of ApOT, but where they fall too far

short of well-determined values there is implied at least a small error

(+) in our initial damage rates.*

The data for the eight metals measured in this work are shown in

Figs. 1-3. In the interest of compact presentation of the data of several

elements, as well as to facilitate intercomparisons, we have normalized

both abscissa and ordinate in Figs. 2 and 3 by dividing by the initial

damage rate. Thus the variations in damage rate are shown as a fraction

(or %) of the initial value, and the horizontal scale, although based on

resistivity, has the units of fluence (an 'equivalent fluence' that would

have produced the resistivity if the damage rate had remained constant

at the initial value). Mg and Ag had such large percentage changes in

their rates that we present their plots separately, while the other six

are displayed together in a single figure (3). All are discussed in the

following sections, and the resulting dp/d$)0 are tabulated in Table III.

*This consideration was not quantitatively included in the earlier report
[1], but has been done here using the same references [4-6] as for the
current work, and the results are included in the error estimates in
Table III.



3.1 Magnesium

Since O'Neal and Chaplin [7] observed some recovery of defects in Mg

at the irradiation temperature T. » we examined this by varying T. . A

short portion in mid-run was done at half the normal flux, which induced a

temperature drop of 0.8 K. As shown in the damage-rate-vs-resistivity plot,

Fig. 1, this caused an immediate increase in the damage rate by 2.6% which

persisted until the prior irradiation conditions were restored. At that,

time, apparently the 'extra' defects that were stable during the lower

Tj r r began to recover, producing a sharp transient in which the net dp/d$

increased (during a 5-hour period) from a 13%-depressed point back up to

the continuation of the original dp/d$ curve. Earlier in the run a smaller

flux adjustment with a 0.2-K temperature rise had been accompanied by

little, if any, level shift or recovery transient. While this might sug-

gest that none of the extra defects stabilized at 4.12 K are even semi-

stable at 4.70 K, we think it is probable that semistability (i.e., slow

recovery) of at least part of the defects accounts for the high degree of

curvature exhibited by the damage rete throughout the whole range of dose

and temperature studied.

This curvature and the 30% decrease in dp/d$ accompanying ft, plus

the uncertainty as to how much of it to attribute to the recovery, make it

impossible to deduce a precise value of dp/d$) for either all defects or

all those stable at some specific temperature. A lowest value (in case the

curvature is not caused by recovery) might be the intercept of the linear
1̂asymptote of the fitted linear-plus-hyperbolic curve shown (5.6 x 10

fim /n). A maximum value (if all of the curvature is caused by recovery)

might be found by adding to the value of the intercept of the data curve
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an increment for the jump seen at 4.12 K (yielding 7.9 x 10 an /n).

The value tabulated (7.0 x 10 an /n) is a compromise found from the

intercept of a line tangent to the last several data points, augmented by

the increase seen in going to the lowest temperature. Consequently, there

is about a ± 15% uncertainty in the rate value. No high-dose data are

available for comparison with the saturation resistivity, Apro, implied by

the line shown, and listed in Table II.

3.2 Silver

The low initial resistivity of the Ag (and Pt) means that an impor-

tant size-effect correction must be made as described for the Cu and Al

studied previously [1], The same method was used here with the material-

characteristic parameter, k = pg«£ (bulk resistivity x electron mean free

path), being adjusted for the best least-squares linoar fit to the entire

set of size-effect-corrected dp/d$ points. The result, k = 8.93 x 10

a n , is similar to that (10.8 x 10 an ) given by Dworschak et al. [8].

Figure 2 shows both the raw and size-effect-corrected data. While

the data appear to be very well linearized by this correction, the Ap^

implied by this line is only half that found from the high-dose fast-

neutron damage-rate studies of Nakagawa et al. [4] (considering the por-

tion of their data from 0.2 - 1.2 nan). Their curve, for a nearly size-

effect-free sample, shows a low-dose transient (out to 0.2 nan, which is

twice our final dose) which extrapolates to about the same Apro as ours,

and to an initial rate about 6% higher than their intrinsic rate. If

there were a similar transient effect in our case, in addition to the

size effect, our dp/d$)Q value would be about 6% too high.



3.3 Platinum

As presented in Fig. 3, the manually acquired data look fairly smooth,

but that is only after some pair-wise averaging and omission of data.

Application of the size-effect correction was not clear-cut, as it was with

Ag, since no value of k can bring all the points nearly onto a line, sug-

gesting another additional transient process is present. The corrected

points and line shown in the figure probably represent over-correction

(with k = 9.2 x 10" 1 6 flm2). With k = 7.5 x 10" 1 6 £2m2 there is considerable

under-correction, but dp/d$) , as determined by the last 5 points, is

changed by only -0.5%. This analysis implies ApM values ranging from 55 -

75% of the result of Nakagawa et al. [4], suggesting that some transient

remains beyond our dose range and that our rate value may be 1 - 2 % too high.

3.4 Tantalum

No special considerations were necessary in analyzing these.,,data.

Fairly broad leap-frog differencing and group-averaging were used to reduce

the automatic data to the 11 points plotted. A straight line through the

last 7 points seems to define dp/d$)Q quite well and to show an initial

transient that adds another 2% to the rate at the origin. The Apro value is

only 55% of that found by Brown et al. [5] in moderately high-dose studies.

3.5 Titanium

The very high damage rate of Ti produced large, easily measured resis-

tivity changes and quite smooth data, which show a rather large (4.3%) ini-

tial transient in the rate. The line shown in Fig. 3 fitted to the last

half of the combined manual and automatic data points agrees exactly with

analytically derived results from least-squares fitting of the rate-vs-fluence



data to a linear-plus-hyperbolic function (4 parameters), or more pre-

cisely, by fitting the integrated form of that expression to the raw

resistivity-vs-fluence data. Tangents at various points along the fitted

rate curve in the latter half of the data range (and beyond) were con-

verted to rate-vs-resistivity tangents and used to calculate dp/d$) and

Apm values. This procedure permitted quantitative evaluation of how

these values depend on where the tangent is taken. No high-dose data

are known by which to judge the Apro value.

3.6 Palladium

The resistivity data in that portion of the fluence range between 1.5
20 2

and 10 x 10 n/m had very large, non-symmetric scatter. A 4th-order

polynomial was least-squares fitted to the data outside that range, then

all data points lying outside a reasonable scatter-band around that fit

were discarded. Damage rates were calculated for the remaining 167 points

by the leap-frog method and group-averaged to give the ID points plotted

in Fig. 3. The last 6 of these determine rather well the line that is

drawn. Its Ap^ is 70% of that found from the Nakagawa et al. [4] curve.

That correlation is close enough to suggest that our dp/d$) is not more

than 1 - 2% too high, especially since the visible transient adds only

1.2% to the rate at the origin.

3.7 Tungsten

Although the general level of scatter was fairly low, the resistivity

data had several small jogs and kinks, which persisted through any smooth-

ing analyses. The plot of both automatic and manual data in Fig. 3 shows
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these irregularities. They make it difficult not only to assign a tan-

gent line for extrapolation but also to assess the likelihood that the

initial transient has been completed. No high-dose data are known for

comparison of the Ap^. As analyzed, the initial transient adds about 3%

at the origin.

Quite aside from the quality of the damage-rate data is the question

of the quality of this W sample; as noted in Sec. 2.1, it was studied in

the cold-worked condition. It is known that in heavily cold-worked Cu

the damage rate is enhanced by as much as 35% [9]. In W we suppose the

effect might be 20 - 50%.

3.8 Zirconium

Despite the very high damage rate (similar to Ti) and resulting large

signals measured, the data were not nearly as smooth as that for Ti. The

same comments as were"made in Sec. 3.7 apply here about assigning a tangent

line and judging the completion of the transient. As analyzed, the initial

transient adds 3.2% at the origin. No other data are known for comparison

of Apro.

4. DISCUSSION

Measured values of resistivity-damage rates are only one of four

ingredients in a comparison of experimental results with present theoret-

ical predictions of damage production. As described previously [1, 10],

we use the modified Kinchin and Pease relation with an added empirical

efficiency factor £ included to absorb the difference factor between the

experimentally observed resistivity-damage rate and that predicted by the

model:
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dp)
d?J expt = 5

0.8 pF <aT>l

2 Ed » (1)

where <aT> is the neutron-spectrum-averaged product of cross section and

displacement-producing damage energy; Pp is the specific resistivity of

Frenkel defects; E^ is the effective threshold energy for atomic displace-

ments; and 0.8 is the non-hard-spheres modification factor found by

Robinson and Torrens [11].

4.1 Damage-Energy Cross-section <al>

Several computer codes exist which apply the methods of Robinson and

Torrens [11] to calculate <al>. We have used the code, RECOIL, of

Gabriel et al. [12] to find <aT> for fission-spectrum neutrons for ali of

the elements now studied in this facility. Actually, only those elements

whose nuclear data have been processed from the ENDF files into RECOIL'S

data base can be calculated directly. Of our 14 metals Pd, Ag, and Pt

have not been processed; for them we have made estimates by multiplying

the damage-energy values found by interpolation along the atomic-mass

scale amonnst several RECOIL-listed elements by the total interaction

cross-section values read from curves [13] at 32 corresponding neutron

energies, and summing the results. Because the neutron-atom interactions

include other components besides elastic scattering, and the mix of these

components is different for each element, the total damage-energy contri-

bution from all interactions at a given neutron energy is not really a

smooth, monotonic function from one element to the next along the mass

scale. However, the scatter from the trend line is generally only a few
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percent so this interpolation approach should give <aT> estimates with

only 5 - 10% additional uncertainty over that of^direct RECOIL calculation.

4.2 The Parameters, E^ and pr

Both p F and EJ are experimental parameters determined somewhat indirectly,

so that values for some elements are fairly well agreed upon while others

are only estimates. Since Lucasson made his very comprehensive compila-

tion [14] cf experimental, theoretical, estimated and "best-guess" values

for damage-production parameters for some 23 elements, only small advances

have been made in improving the values we need.

With only two exceptions, as noted, Lucasson's values are used in

Table III. The most serious exception is the pr for Ti, where he lists

10 y£2m (without discussion), his reference, Shirley and Chaplin [15],

found 18 yfim in a best fit, and we have chosen 22 pfim (which is still only

1/2 of the room-temperature resistivity, p R T, of Ti, as compared to all

other cases involved here where 0.8 < PC/PDT < 2).

4.3 Resulting Damage-Production Efficiencies, $

As listed in Table III, the £ values resulting from combining the

four parameters according to Eqn. (1) show strong grouping according to

crystal structure. For the three hep metals the average 5 = 0.81 ± 0.03.

Omitting the exceptionally high W value, the other four bec metals aver-

age 0.55 ± 0.03; and the six fee metals form a somewhat looser group at

0.34 (+ 0.09,- 0.06). Contrary to what one might expect, no trend with

atomic mass is evident in any crystal class.

We have listed a second value for W based on the assumption that our

experimental damage rate may be inflated by as much as a factor of 1.5

(due to impurities and cold work), yielding £ * 0.96, which seems to agree
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with the field ion microscopy observations of Current et al. [16]. How-

ever, the apparent agreement between predicted numbers of defects per cas-

cade and their observed counts of vacancies holds only when they take

Ed = 43 eV, the average minimum value, rather than an over-all-directions

average that Lucasson [14] and Robinson [17] believe should be ^ 100 eV,

in cascade formation. It may be that both their results and ours are

inflated by different unfavorable experimental circumstances (impurities

and dislocations in ours, the proximity of the surface in theirs).

4.4 Comparisons With Other Work

4.4.1 When the results become available from the recent flux and spectrum

recalibration of the Munich facility used by Nakagawa et al. [4], it will

be interesting to compare £ values of the six fee metals which were studied

in both facilities. However, we can compare initial damage rates that we

extracted from their curves with ours, as ratios. These damage ratios

(Munich facility [4]/present work), expressed as % excess above 100% are:

Al Ni Cu Pd Ag Pt Average

34 33 19 14 26 18 24

No clear trend is evident in these.

4.4.2 Jung [18] made a compilation of damage-production efficiencies for

several kinds of high-energy damage in 12 cubic metals in order to test

his novel method of deriving an average displacement threshold energy. It

is interesting to compare Jung's values with our present values for 11 of

these, which is done in Table IV. We have used <aT> values from RECOIL [12]

rather than from Kirk and Greenwood's codes [10], which is the principal
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reason our preliminary values (those starred) are changed. Good agreement

is seen with one or another of the references for Ni, Cu, Ag, V, Nb, and

Mo, but not for Pt. Our Pd and Ta values fill a void in the table. The

trend to lower £ with increasing atomic mass among the fee metals, pointed

out by Jung, is not as clear with our results as with the earlier ones

(except for Al and Mi, which seem rather high in both cases).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Initial resistivity damage-production rates for fission-spectrum

neutron irradiation of 13 of the 1<1 metals discussed here appear to be

quite well determined; that for W remains in considerable doubt. Use of

the displacement threshold energy and defect resistivity parameters sug-

gested by Lucasson [14] to compare these experimental damage rates with

those predicted by the modified Kinchin-Pease relation and the damage-

energy cross-sections'from RECOIL [12] produces a set cf damage-production

efficiencies which group remarkably tightly around specific values for

each crystal class, but which fail to show any clear trend with atomic

mass within those classes.



Table I

SPECIMENS

Sample Source Purity Thick Anneal Leads Resistivity
e Residual Ratio

Mg

Ti

Ir

Pd

Ag

Pt

Ta

W

Atomergic
Chemetals

MRCa

MRC

MRC

b

b

MRC

Lei co
Industries

99

99

99

99.

b

b«

99.

99.

.99

.97

99

993

996

95

(um)

20

26

23

26.

18.

23.

29.

28.

.0

.2

.7

1

8

2

2

7

fhr
[Gas

1.5
Air

/16 -
\+8 -

3 -

Airc-

16 c"A i r -

1 -
Air -

d

None

- ° C |
- Paj

- 150
- Atm.
- 450

< 10'4

- 595 -
< 10"^

- 850
- 0.04

- 750
- 1.9

1000
Atm

1950

Cuf

Pt

Pt

Cu

Cu

Cu

Pt

Pt

"3.4 K
(pan)

584

7500

3020

2270

13.29

18.4s

5980h

7620

p307 K
P3.4 K

84

62

146

49

12809

5800g

231h

8.7

a) From Materials Research Corp. via Shirley and Chaplin [15]; same stock.
b) Uncertain; probably Johnson-Matthey 99.999%.
c) Dynamic leak, flow past sample.
d) Small closed sample chamber cryo-pumped by liquid He;

Sample resistance-heated to R/Ronor = 6.07.
e) Wire stubs (0.125 - 0.25 mm diam; spot-welded after anneal.

Cu-wire, pure Sn coated.
Size-effect corrected to bulk value (see text).
At T = 4.5 K (above superconducting transition).



Table II

Mq

Ti

Zr

Pd

Ag

Pt

Ta

U

IRRADIATION DATA
Fluence

(1O20 n/m2)

27.5

16.1

16.0

15.1

16.1

12.5

13.9

18.8

Data pts

Auto +
Manual

a

450+26

286+12

290+20

246+24

322+20

214+19

289+18

365+15

Ap
(gross)

(p&n)

1760

3750

3870

304

106

206

356

791

Thermal n
Correction
Ap /Ap

nth nf

0.0

5b

0.0

2.6

0.6

3.9

2.5

2.0

ADJUSTMENTS
Saturation

Resistivity,
• Present 1.4 J

Workc

n£2m r.jlm

n
87

47

9.0 13

1.6 3.2

12 22

12

12

APoo

([63)
nftm

3.1

18

122;

a) Underlined are plotted data.

b) Estimated — see text 2.2.

c) For comparison only. Based on 20X — 50X
extrapolations.



Table III

DAMAGE RATE RESULTS

hep

* Mg

* Ti

* Zr
fee

Al

Ni

Cu

* Pd

* Ag

* Pt

bcc +

VT

Nb+

Mo+

* Ta

* W

dp.

-31do

7.0 ± 1.1

22.4 ± 1.1

24.0 ± 1.2

2.19 ± 0.11

+0.251.71

0.723

1.90

0.666

1.59

7.17

3.43

3.38

2.52

4.2

[2.8]e

-0.08

+.011
-.061

+0.07
-0.12

+0
•-.066

+0.06
-0.10

+0.0?
-0.65

+0.10
-0.24

+0.07
-0.18

+0.07
-0.18

-0.7
-1.4

(keV-b)

92.7

97.6

74.8

98.8

85.4

82.1

73

72

51

99.0

81.0

85.7

54.7

52.2

leV)

b

(20)

(30)

(40)

27

33

29

41

39

44

57

78

70

(100)

(ufim)

b

4.5C

22d

40

3.9

6.0

2.0

9

2.1

10

18

16

13

17

14

0.84

0.78

0.80

0.38

0.28

0.32

0.30

0.43

0.34

0.57

0.52

0.53

0.58

1.44
[0.96]

*Present work; others from [1]; doped with 300 ppm Zr.
a) Error estimates: generally ± 5%, except Mg & W (see text), and Ni.

Nonsymmetric + include estim. offset deduced from ApM comparison (see Text 3).
Ni includes 'eyeball' fit without Matthiessen Rule Deviation analysis.

b) Except c and d, all values are from [14], with () as used there;
/0 = 60-70; B5" = 80-90.

c) Original reference [7] gives 4.5 yflm (not 4 yflm as [14]).
d) See text (4.2).
e) At lower limit of estim. error.



Table IV

Copied from Jung'f, Table I; see [18] for definition of Ed and sources of
parameters. Columns labeled ORNL are added from present work, with <al>
from RECOIL, and new Ave. 5 is listed.

Al

Ni

Cu

Pd

Ag

Pt

Au

V

Fe

Nb

Mo

Ta

PF

(ufirn)

4.

6.

2.

10.

2.

9.

2.

23

30

in

15

16

0

0

0

5

1

5

5

(eV)

66

69

43 .

46

44

44

44

92

40

98

82

88

Ed

70

86

123
98

,eff =

Self-
heavy
ions

90

116

2 pF <aJ>
0.8 (dp/-

i

82
*68

124
*101

106
*84

135

150

100

183

184
*155

198
*138

Fission

(eV)

i

fast
neutrons

ORNL

+ 72

+ 120

+ 91

161

91

122

127

+ 170

+ 152

139

105

160

124

180

167
130

153
133

88

61

47

39

28

41

74

22

62

53

Ed
Ed,eff

ORNL

92

58

47

29

48

36

72

58

54

63

, (30

Ave.

86

57

47

29

39

31

41

73

22

60

52

63

"•Calculated from preliminary values for Ref. [1] supplied to Kirk [10],
with Kirk's <aT>.
Note that for Pd and Ta the pp and t^ were originally listed but no
results included.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Damage rate in magnesium at temperatures shown. Plot is dpr,/d*

vs. pp, where p^ is resistivity increment due only to fission-

spectrum neutron fluence, $. Each (+) point is average of 5 - 10

numerical derivatives, each differenced over 7 - 1 1 successive-

data-point intervals. Dot (•) points at start of 4.87 K are

single-data-interval derivatives. (Notepoint beside bottom of

divider line.) Dashed line is linear asymptote of the least-

squares-fit linear-plus-hyperbolic curve drawn. Intercept at

6.d5 x 10"31 Om3/n is line fit to last 1G + points.

Fig. 2. Silver: Normalized damage rate, (dpD/ds>)/(dp0/d$Jo, vs. normal-

ized damage resistivity, p-y^pp/d^) , where $ is fluence of

fission-spectrum neutrons and p D is added resistivity due only to

$. !3 = manually acquired data (uncorrected), X = size-effect

corrected data (see text). Line is least-squares fit; curve is

transposed from line. Absolute value of initial intercept, dpD/d$)

is shown. Irradiation temperature: 4.7 K.

Fig. 3. Normalized damage rates of six elements: Pt, Ta, Ti, Pd, W, and

Zr at 4.7 - 4.9 K. ^ = manually acquired data, direct differenced.

H = auto-acquired data, smoothed by multi-interval differencing and

group-averaging; x = size-effect corrected data.

See caption of Fig. 2 for details of normalized plot. Initial dam-

age rete (normalizing factor) for each element is listed in left

margin at intercept of its fitted line. Vertical scale divisions

are 1% of the intercept value.
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